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An Australian-owned 
and operated company 
with 26 major water 
parks projects to 
our name across the 
country.

Relevant Experience 

Over the past 12 years WFBD has installed 26 major parks throughout 
regional WA and the eastern states including Vic, NSW, Qld and the NT. The 
details of each project are outlined in the following pages - or if you prefer to 
see the full pictoral galleries please visit www.wfbd.com.au.

We manufacture our water park features locally which helps keep costs 
down and provides far greater flexibility in terms of design and layout for 
each project. This, coupled with the quality of our products and services, our 
“buy local” focus and our reputation for commitment to client satisfaction, 
has seen us successful in nearly every water park tender for which we’ve 
competed to date.

We have worked extensively throughout Australia under some of the 
harshest climatic and geographic conditions possible including drought, 
cyclones, floods, excessive wind and hard, solid subterranean rock. 
This experience has helped forge a water park design and installation 
process built to withstand extremes in temperature, climate and a range of 
geographic locations. 

Every site presents a unique set of challenges in terms of its location and 
climate, which requires flexibility and an understanding of local conditions 
to overcome. We are pleased to say that we’ve always managed to 
overcome any geographic or climatic obstacle that presents itself and have 
always managed to bring each project in on time and on budget and 100% 
compliant with relevant Health Department regulations.
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Mudgee Water Playground
The 300m2 park design celebrates the region's viticultural industry through 
custom-made componentry and a vibrant purple and green colour scheme.

The coloured insitu concrete pad is peppered with 24 random ground sprays 
and four giant cone sprays dotted across the area. 

At one end an open 30m long curved slide is set above a series of large, hand 
carved graduated concrete steps built into the site's existing slope which help 
form a series of streams fit with weirs to allow children to direct and channel 
the flow of water as it spouts from ground sprays at the top of the steps. The 
water is channeled towards a drain on the playground floor.

The park design also includes a fort clad in hand-carved concrete to resemble 
natural rocks which are formed over the top of the pump-house. This fort 
structure conceals the pump-house and includes two duelling water cannons 
to encourage interctive water wars. 

Two showering grape vine leaf pole features provide a spash of bright colour 
at either corner of the park along with three giant shower rings and two 
custom designed grape vine shower arches.

Two fully interactive Cascading Mushroom features of different heights are 
included in the design, the arc and flow of which can be adjusted by turning 
the head. These sit beside a Giant Mushroom Shower feature. A custom 
made wine-barrell dumper soaks delighted patrons and tie in with the 
viticultural theme reflected throughout the design.
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Tocumwal Water Playground
This 500m2 play space celebrates the historical significance of Tocumwal as 
a WWII air base for both the US and Australian air force units in securing our 
borders against Japanese invasion following the bombing of Darwin.

The design incorporates a giant B-24 Liberator Bomber dumper bucket, a 
bomber fuselage formed from custom-made shower rings and panels, huge 
showering plane wings, spraying propellers, showering wind socks, cannons, 
ground sprays and mushroom features set beside a terraced babbling brook 
fit with weirs that allow children to control the direction and flow or water down 
the slope. All in all the park incorporates 100 different water features many of 
which are randomly sequenced. The park is lit by 8 high powered automatic 
LED lights that allow the facility to operate long after the sun has set.

The Council was keen to create a unique play space unlike anything else in 
Australia and wanted to incorporate the town's significant military history for 
which it is famous around the world.

As one of the only companies in Australia that designs and manufactures 
it's water park componentry locally, we were able to customise the design to 
include aspects of the B-24 Liberator - for which the region is famous - and 
complete the project within four weeks from start to finish.

It has proven immensely popular with the local community and in attracting 
visitors from neighbouring regions - and business is booming for many of the 
local shop owners.
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Deniliquin Splash Park
This 150m2 play space is classic in design, filled with colour and a range of 
interactive, randomly sequenced features in line with the Council's request for 
a simple, standard water park layout that offered maximum value for money.

This oval pad design includes a large Dumper Bucket, three Showering 
Arches, two Dueling Water Cannons, a Graduated Leaf Race, 10 randomly 
sequenced Ground Sprays, two Showering Flower features, two fully 
interactive Cascading Mushroom features that offer the ability for children to 
adjust the flow and arc of water by turning the head, a large Cone Geyser 
ground spray and the innovative Toddler Tip N Fill. This interactive decanting 
feature allows little ones to fill and tip a series of buckets from gently trickling 
fountains. The ability to "fill and tip" is considered a milestone in early 
childhood development and what better way to hone this skill than at the local 
water park?
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Wickham Water Playground, WA 

Completed in March 2018, this 250m2 play space combines two distinct play 
areas delineated by a coloured insitu concrete surface with a shot-creted 
feature wall bordering the back of the playground, hand-carved to resemble 
the colours and texture of the local stone and coastal outcrops.

The wall is peppered with a series of interactive water-blades activated via 
push buttons which project sheets of water that children can play behind or 
beneath as if standing under a waterfall.

In a nod to the region's famous wharf an "Old Jetty" structure stands beside 
the wall, constructed from galvanised steel decked with mod-wood timber 
boards to provide both an aesthetic touch and to double as a shade structure.

The western side of the wall incorporate a series of broad hand-carved 
concrete steps that lead up to a Waterslide and series of Interactive Weirs. 
The slide is wide enough to allow the passage of two or three children at a 
time. The embankment behind the slide provides access to a fully interactive 
Leaf Race section which allows children to direct the flow of water down a 
gentle slope via a series of stainless steel weirs and directional flow gates.

This section also includes three fully interactive Cascading Jellyfish features 
at different heights and a custom-made Toddler "Fill & Tip" feature which 
allows little ones to fill a series of small buckets with water and then decant 
the contents from one bucket into another.

A giant hand carved interactive Starfish feature spouts water from its five arms 
when activated which is surrounded by randomly sequenced ground sprays 
and two giant cone geyser sprays for added excitement.

A Showering flower feature looms above the Turtle Nesting Ground which 
includes two custom-made fibreglass sea turtles surrounded by randomly 
sequenced ground sprays. A dumper bucket stands beside a custom-made 
Showering Boat Feature complete with two Pirate-themed Water Cannons 
and streams of water from its gunnel rails and mast. Four duelling water 
cannons encourage interactive water wars and three giant coloured shower 
rings complete the park design.
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Hinchinbrook Water Playground, QLD 

This 200m2 play space is designed to reflect some of the region's diverse 
marine life and iconic bird and reptile species, and to celebrate the pristine 
natural beauty for which the area is famous. 

The wetlands section includes a showering palm set beside a patch of 
nobbled spraying Sugar Cane Poles. A custom Cairns Birdwing Butterfly 
feature soars overhead showering water onto a Skink below surrounded 
by ground sprays perfect for little ones to ride and climb. A large Dumper 
Bucket is filled from the mouth of a Coastal Carpet Python coiled across 
the top and a large fiberglass frog feature is surrounded by randomly 
sequenced ground sprays and one of four Water Cannons.

The beach includes a showering palm tree which squirts water into 
the toddler pool and three large Shower Rings. Three water cannons 
encourage interactive water play while two randomly sequenced giant Cone 
Geyser Ground Sprays add extra excitement along with a series of smaller 
ground sprays peppered throughout the pad. Toddlers can play on two 
custom-made fiberglass Green Sea Turtles surrounded by ground sprays 
perfect for climbing and riding. The beach area is retained by a 300mm high 
shotcrete wall carved to resemble local rocky outcrops.

The newly rendered toddler pool includes a hand-carved rocky edge upon 
which a custom concrete Dugong feature perches which toddlers can 
ride and straddle. Two fully interactive Cascading Jellyfish features are 
set in the middle of the pool which kids can adjust by turning the head. A 
textured Waterfall Wall borders the back of the pool inset with cascading 
waterblades which projects water in a giant arc which children can play 
behind or beneath. Five ground sprays set within the pool wall’s edge squirt 
water up and into the pool for added interest.

The grass embankment behind the toddler pool was terraced to form a fully 
interactive 7 metre long Mangrove Channel weir which allows children to 
direct the flow of water down a gentle slope via a series of stainless steel 
weirs and directional flow gates. 
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Richmond Water Playground, QLD 

Set beside the lake in the main street of town, this water park commands 
attention with its giant, one-of-a-kind dinosaur dumper in celebration of the 
region's rich history. 

WFBD was commissioned by Richmond Shire of Council in QLD in 
September 2017 to design an upgrade for an existing splash pad on the 
town’s foreshore.

After researching the area the team at WFBD discovered that Richmond 
was famous for its Kronosaurus fossils and dinosaur digs, which inspired 
the design of a giant custom-made dumper bucket based on the iconic 
marine reptile. The upgrade also included four new multi-coloured flower 
showers and an interactive leaf spillway.

Towering at a massive 6 meters high, the Kronosaurus support structure 
includes a custom-made sign detailing the creature’s biology and habitat. 
The giant head also spans 6 meters and holds a bucket that dumps 280 
litres of water onto a spreader plate which cascades over delighted patrons 
below.Design, engineering and manufacture took six weeks to complete 
with on-site installation taking only three days.
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Warringah Water Park, Sydney 

The Wild Warringah Scheme is designed to reflect some of the Shire's 
celebrated flora and fauna and offers a completely interactive, one-of-a-kind 
play play space. The two play areas are delineated by a coloured insitu 
concrete surface and a magnificent Sydney Red Gum Tree Trunk feature 
made from hand-carved concrete which towers in the centre of the park. 
Water showers from the beak of a custom-made Laughing Kookaburra 
perched in the tree. Like all the features in this park, the Kookaburra has 
its own activator in the form of a stainless steel wheel attached to the tree 
trunk which allows children to control the flow of the water.

A giant dumper bucket is positioned beside a curved Warringah Flannel 
Flower which showers water on delighted patrons below, the flow of which 
is totally adjustable via a stainless steel wheel. This bush-themed section 
also includes two giant Coastal Banksia leaf showers complete with 
adjustable heads. Three giant shower rings complete this section along with 
dueling water cannons and a series of 7 small ground sprays arranged in a 
complete circle with a separate flow adjustor so that children can surround 
themselves in a wall of water. 

The marine section features a hand-carved cave with coral carvings on the 
face and ground sprays with separate flow adjustors. A Spotted Wobbegong 
is set inside with peep holes cast into the structure. A tunnel clad in hand-
carved concrete features ground sprays on the floor from which water 
trickles over a pebbled path to resemble a stream leading onto the main 
play pad. Patrons can climb a series of broad, hand-carved concrete steps 
to access a look-out point complete with water cannons set on top of the 
tunnel. A series of streams and hand-controlled weirs is carved into the hill 
behind the tunnel allowing children to channel water from the top of the hill 
and through the tunnel. A custom-made Weedy Seadragon showers water 
onto patrons who can also play in the Jellyfish Water Garden comprising 
three interactive cascading jellyfish features of different heights - the flow 
and arc of which can be controlled by the user. A fiberglass Green Sea 
Turtle is surrounded by ground sprays and giant cone geysers.
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Kwinana Adventure Splash Park

Delight in the different movements of water through interactive spouts, 
showers, sprays and jets while staying cool under the watchful eye of 
splashing pelicans. 

 This totally unique, architecturally designed water park is part of the new 
Kwinana Adventure Playground, brought to life by the team at Water 
Features by Design and already a firm favourite with children and parents 
alike!

The 220m2 play space incorporates 90 randomly sequenced grounds 
sprays, some of which are activated by individual push button, along with 
4 projecting water blades set at various heights along a hand-carved 
shotcreted wall designed to emulate an old weather-beaten stone ruin.

The wall supports a couple of hand-carved shotcrete pillars upon which 
two custom-designed showering pelicans tip water on delighted patrons, 
the flow of which can be controlled by a hand-powered wheel in each 
pillar.

The pad surface comprises a number of finishes including coloured 
exposed aggregate, hand-carved shotcreted rocks and steps along with 
a giant hand-carved abalone feature complete with randomly sequenced 
ground sprays.

A hand carved tree trunk towers at the top of the play space with a 
randomly sequenced water blade set into an outstretched branch. A 
series of graduated tree roots have been hand carved to form a series of 
steps that lead down to the main section of the splash pad surface.

Designed by Josh Byrne & Associates and constructed by WFBD, the 
Kwinana Adventure Playground water park is destined to become one of 
WA’s most visited play spaces this summer.
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Kerang Water Park, VIC

The Kerang Water Park was reflects the Gannawarra Shire's flora and fauna 
and incorporates two distinct play pads each catering for a specific age 
group: 1-4 years and 5 to 10. Each section has its own activator.

The pads are delineated by a concrete hand-carved Red River Gum Tree 
trunk feature. Water showers from the wings of a custom-made White 
Bellied Sea Eagle perched in the tree while a water blade beneath the 
branch sends water trickling onto a series of hand-carved concrete tree 
roots which form a series of broad natural looking steps that lead to a 
waterfall set into a curved hand-carved rock wall.  A sheet of solid water 
projects from the waterfall which toddlers can shower under. This section 
also includes a giant fiberglass Spotted Marsh Frog which littlies can climb 
and sit on while surrounded by a ring of random ground sprays.

A giant Cormorant feature soars overhead and showers water on delighted 
toddlers who can also play in the Mushroom Water Garden comprising 
three interactive cascading mushroom features of different heights - the arc 
of which can be controlled by turning the head. The toddler section also 
includes a giant bublling granite ball and an innovative "tip and fill" station. 
This interactive decanting feature allows the littlies to fill and tip a series of 
buckets from gently trickling fountains. 

The second pad is slightly raised above the Toddler Pad and includes a 
tunnel clad in hand-carved concrete to resemble local stone. The tunnel 
features a solid waterfall and random ground sprays. Patrons can climb a 
series of broad, hand-carved concrete steps to access a look-out complete 
with dueling water cannons set on top of the tunnel. These two cannons  
correspond with another two ground-mounted cannons to encourage water 
wars between kids on the ground and those on top of the tunnel fort. 

This section also includes a large dumper bucket and giant overhead Murry 
Cod shower feature, a hand-carved cave wall and watefall feature along 
with a series of random sprays and three giant coloured shower rings.  
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Wangaratta Nature Splash Park 

Taking just 5 weeks to complete, the new Wangaratta Water Playgound 
marks a new direction for WFBD in water park design which combines 
elements of aquatic play with nature play to provide a more engaging, 
challenging and diverse play experience. We call it our "Nature Splash" 
range of park options.

The Wangaratta Park serves as both a water playground and nature play 
space and offers year round use with the option to disable the water play 
functions during the cooler months.

Researchers at the University of WA have found that natural playgrounds 
provide children with more opportunities than typical pre-formed playgrounds 
to develop gross-motor skills.

In view of this research and the Council's request for a "mountain and valley" 
themed play space, the park was designed to include natural elements such 
as rock, timber and water because children who play in natural settings play 
in more diverse, imaginative and creative ways and show improved language 
and collaboration skills. Single use, repetitive play equipment - as found in a 
traditional playground - becomes boring quickly.

The Wangaratta water park incorporates climbable mountains of terraced 
rock and fort-mounted water cannons, natural log steps, cascading 
waterfalls, misting tunnels, random ground geysers, rocky spillways, 
enclosed slides, overhead showers, giant dumper buckets and leaf races.

The park also includes a Toddler Corner complete with adjustable water 
mushrooms, gentle ground sprays and a decanting feature which allows the 
littlies to fill and tip a series of cups from gently trickling fountains. 

Children benefit greatly from unstructured play, particularly make-believe 
play. And kids are far more creative in natural play spaces than on the typical 
flat playground of old. They are far more likely to invent their own games in 
natural places and the addition of water makes it even more fun! 

The park opened in early November to record crowds and has proved a firm 
favourite with local children and tourists alike.
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Bright Water Park 

In early 2014, Water Features by Design was commissioned by the 
Alpine Shire in Victoria to design and construct an interactive water park 
in the regional, river-side town of Bright.

Works involved the demolition and removal of an old toddler pool to 
create the interactive, natural-themed splash park designed to the the 
region’s rich gold mining heritage.

Construction began in June with the park being fully operational by 
September 2014 as scheduled.

The water park was built with an innovative water supply system, 
designed to provide chemical free, low cost water to the park that 
would not be affected by water restrictions during times of drought. This 
system required the construction of an 80m deep bore near the site 
to provide water that cycles once through the systemis before flowing 
back to the river, which in turn improves environmental flows to the river 
in summer.

The park's design reflects the region’s mining heritage and natural 
environment with textured concrete steps that lead to the river's edge 
and a series of graduated splash pads,  each designed to suit different 
age groups from toddlers through to teenagers. 

The splash pad surface is textured concrete with a range of randomly 
sequenced ground sprays, pole features, duelling water canons, a 
water mushroom and giant, mining-inspired dumper bucket. 

The entire park is designed to complement the surrounding 
environment, with plenty of natural stone and hand carved textured 
concrete to merge with the nearby creek and towering Elm trees. 
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Exmouth Water Park 

Taking only 4 months to design and construct, the Exmouth water 
playground was completed on time, within budget and totally compliant 
with WA Health Department regulations. 

It officially opened in July 2013 with more than 550 visitors on its first 
day. 

The expansive 450m2 aquatic facility incorporates custom-made 
fiberglass animals including spouting turtles,  dolphins and a 
magnificent humpback whale as its centrepiece with a 4.5m long head 
and 2m high by 3m wide showering tail. The whale body and fins are 
defined by contrasting Polysoft rubber flooring designed to appear as if 
the animal is surfacing from the deep. 

In celebration of the region’s rich cultural history, a boat feature based 
on the Pearl Luggers of old was incorporated with water projecting from 
the mast and rails as well as purpose-built cannons set on each side.

The unique, hand-forged 120m2 cave is constructed from 140 tonnes 
of concrete and carved to emulate the local Cape Range. It features 
sensored mist sprays and cascading water over non-slip steps that lead 
to the play area with fossilised fauna and flora moulded into its walls.

The rubber floor is set with 76 randomly sequenced ground sprays to 
keep kids guessing about where the water might spout next. 

The entire park is designed to highlight and promote important aspects 
of the North West Cape’s cultural and environmental heritage which has 
received World Heritage status. 

A permanent, cyclone rated curved shade structure ensures year-round 
access to the play area which is also fitted with coloured LED lighting.
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Collie Splash Pad, WA 

Set in the middle of town as the centerpiece of the new Collie Central 
Park development, the Collie Splash Pad offers cool relief for locals and 
tourists alike with 45 randomly sequenced ground sprays and fountains. 

Taking only 7 days in total to complete, the exposed aggregate splah 
pad features large and small ground sprays operating at random 
intervals to deliniate various zones and "water rooms" and to keep kids 
guessing about which spray will come on next. Three bronze lizard 
sculptures help give the park some additional character.

The overhead shade sails help keep users sun-safe under the mid-day 
sun and a series of in-ground lights make the park as much of a feature 
at night as it is during the day.
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Cockburn Splash Pad 

In August 2012 WFBD was contracted by Landcorp to design and install 
an innovative splash pad as part of the Cockburn Central city square 
redevelopment project. The state-of-the-art play area incorporates 32 
individual ground sprays with random and programmed sequencing.

The architect requested an interactive water park that engaged children 
through randomly sequenced ground sprays that turned on and off at 
irregular intervals to keep patrons guessing as to where the water would 
spout next.

The team at WFBD programmed the ground sprays to project arcs 
of water of varied heights and intensity so that as little as one ground 
spray - or as many as 22 - might be operating at any given time. We also 
created separate “rooms” of water appearing randomly through the 
play area, and stages where all 32 ground sprays run randomly for one 
second bursts.

The project presented a number of challenges, not least of which was a 
slope of more than 550mm across the 15m site. The random variation in 
flow rates across the play area required an innovative drainage design 
that kept the area at zero depth without allowing water to escape from 
the prescribed space. 

The architect did not want to compromise the clean, contemporary 
lines of the town square’s open space, which led to the deployment 
of a below-ground pump room and catchment tank system with fully 
trafficable and accessible hatches. The in-ground pump room presented 
a complex engineering challenge due to the continuation of the paving 
across the roof hatches, which we were able to over-come, delivering 
a fully interactive water park with no visual impediments in the form of 
pipe-work, pump-houses or other associated infrastructure.  
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Forbes NSW, Water Park 

In August 2011 WFBD was awarded a contract to design and construct 
a water playground for the Forbes Shire Council.

The client specified that all the features including the pump house be 
designed and manufactured to reflect the natural surrounds, in view 
of which we chose a complimentary colour scheme and included a 
custom-made dragon fly feature, bull rushes and spraying daisies in 
keeping with the lake-side locality. 

We arrived on site on November 24th and handed the project over on 
the 5th of December.  

WFBD Director, Tony Jones, and two other full-time personnel 
remained on site for the project’s duration, with earthworks, crane hire 
and concreting trades subcontracted while on site. The contract was 
completed in under two weeks.

We were able to complete the project in such a short time by employing 
a system whereby the majority of work is prefabricated in Perth and 
installed with minimal fuss on site. We used the same proven approach 
in Sandstone and Carnarvon (see below).

For instance, a structural catchment tank and premade cyclone rated 
pump house are fully fitted out and shipped directly to site and placed 
from the truck directly into position which saves weeks of time on site. 
Water and Electrical are connected to the pump house and the system 
is essentially ready go.  

The pump houses are constructed of a 100mm insulated material and 
can have various textures and colours which keeps all control and 
filtration equipment safe from harsh environmental extremes.

The result is significant cost savings to clients and substantially reduced 
lead times.
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Cable Beach Club, Broome WA 

Construction on the prestigious Cable Beach Club Water Playground 
began in February 2011 and took two months to complete including a 
month for the concrete to cure. 

The play area was 280m2 in size and incorporated a range of custom 
made features and ten ground sprays. 

Like all WFBD water parks the Cable Beach project included random 
sequencing ranging from 1 to 5 seconds and a number of individually 
crafted pole features designed to reflect the abundant local frangipani 
and bougainvillea species along with arched sprays, duelling water 
cannons, wall sprays and a 4.5m high triple bucket spiller. 

The project was completed on a very tight deadline with the resort still 
open and fully functional throughout the entire project.

The site sloped 500mm over the 25meter site and we used creative 
concreting techniques to ensure the water drained properly.

Once again, local trades letting us down prompted us to re-think how 
we went about our craft and spurred the pre-fabrication initiative for the 
tank and pump-house, allowing us to provide a more reliable timeframe 
for future projects (as used in Sandstone, Carnarvon and Forbes).

The floor was finished in PolySoft rubber flooring and incorporated 
iconic Australian wildlife in its design.

Company Director, Tony Jones, and two full time employees were on 
site to oversee and/or construct all aspects of the project.

Tony has since been contracted again by Cable Beach Club to redesign 
and install the Resort's entry statement water feature.
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Onslow Water Park WA 

The Onslow water playground was contracted in August 2010 and 
completed in January 2011.

The play area was 320m2 incorporating two different play zones with 
two activation buttons. The areas were zoned for ages 0-4 and 5+. 

Onslow’s theme was based on local flora, fauna and industry with 
custom-designed features including the iconic Ashburton Pea along with 
a windmill and 3m long Spanish mackerel. The design also included 
water cannons, ground spouts and an innovative 1200mm wide tipping 
loader bucket.  

The project was enhanced by the addition of shade sails, fencing and 
painted artwork on the surface of the pad which was taken from local 
children’s artwork.

Company Director, Tony Jones, and one full-time employee were on-
site to oversee and or construct all aspects of the project from start to 
finish.
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Yalgoo Water Park, WA 

The Yalgoo spray park is a vibrantly coloured play space which 
incorporates the local children's artwork in the concrete floor and 
elements of local flora in its design.

The Yalgoo playground was completed in December 2010 and 
incorprates a play area of 320m2 fit with tipping buckets, water 
cannons, spray arches and various ground spouts. 

Light towers and shade sails made the park suitable for night and day-
time use.  

Company Director, Tony Jones, and one full-time employee were on-site 
to oversee and or construct all aspects of the project from start to finish.

The playground includes a number of standard features such as 
push button activation, automatic chlorine and UV water treatment, 
no standing water, concrete flooring with high slip resistance, random 
sequenced features, and interchangeable and replaceable pole feature 
components.
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Menzies Water Park, WA 

The Menzies water playground was constructed in October 2014.

The 130m2 play area incorporates local flora, fauna and industry with 
custom-designed features including the shower flowers designed to 
emulate the local Everlasting Daisies along with a dragonfly, arched 
poles and a fibreglass frog for the little ones to enjoy. 

The design also includes water cannons, ground spouts and a 1200mm 
wide tipping loader bucket.  

The project was enhanced by the addition of shade sails, fencing and 
painted artwork on the surface of the pad .
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Northam Water Park, WA 

Built on the banks of the Avon river, this innovative, low maintenance 
play space incorporates 72 sequenced ground sprays allowing users 
of all ages to stand within circular walls of water or to chase bouncing 
spouts as they pop up around the exposed aggregate pad.

The Council requested a multi-purpose design to suit wet play 
throughout the summer months and an area where activities could be 
held during the winter. 

The Northam spray pad is similar in design to the Cockburn water 
park built by WFBD in August 2012 as part of the Cockburn Central 
city sqaure redevelopment project. It incorporates an underground 
pump house and state-of-the-art Gorter access hatches with exposed 
aggregate concrete and 32 sequential ground sprays.

Both parks demonstrate a trend towards low maintenance spray pads 
that allow year-round use of the play space.
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Sandstone Water Park, WA 

This Water Park was contracted in July 2011. 

It was 225m2 in size and boasted a vibrantly themed play space which 
incorporated shade sails, fencing, artificial turf, drinking fountains, 
seating and of course a range of custom-made water features which 
were partly designed by the local school children and brought to life 
by our team of local craftsmen including the iconic Sandstone Shire 
windmill, a loader bucket and shower ring.

The design included Poly Soft rubber flooring and incorporated the 
Shire Logo as well as a large blue “splash” motif in the middle of the 
floor to add vibrancy and colour. 

The “zero” depth play area included push button activation with random 
sequencing for all features.  

The project took seven weeks to complete including a four week 
break to allow the concrete to cure. Company Director, Tony Jones, 
and two full-time employees were on-site to oversee and execute the 
installation.
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Carnarvon Water Park, WA 

Construction on the Carnarvon Water playground began in October 
2011 took only 9 days to complete.

The play area was 134m2 in size incorporating custom made features 
and ground sprays.

The project was run in a similar fashion to Forbes, but the main 
obstacle was the water table where the catchment tank was installed. 

Company Director, Tony Jones, and two full time employees were on 
site to oversee and/or construct all aspects of the project which was 
completed in record time.

It was a recent State and national winner in the annual Swimming Pools 
and Spa Association (SPASA) awards for the “Innovative” water feature 
category in recognition of our system to pre-fabricate the majority of the 
componentry in Perth, which is then installed on site.

The result is significant cost savings to clients and substantially reduced 
lead times. 
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Ali Currung and Elliott, Shire of Barkly, 
Aboriginal Communities, NT

These two outback water playgrounds were designed and constructed 
for the Shire of Barkly in the Northern Territory. 
 
Taking only 16 days to complete, the project involved the construction 
of two separate 80 square meter concrete pads complete with a range 
of water park componentry including duelling cannons, a giant dumper 
and overhead showering flowering along with various large and small 
grounds sprays and a a stone-clad cascading water wall off the side of 
the pump-house. 
 
The projects in Elliott and Ali Curung were 400km apart and 800km 
from Alice Springs and presented a serious logistics challenge for the 
WFBD team who drew on past experience and first-hand knowledge to 
complete the project in just over two weeks.
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Cue Water Park, WA 

In late 2008 WFBD successfully tendered to design, manufacture and 
install an interactive Water park in Cue, WA.

The Shire of Cue required a fun, safe, interactive environment where 
local children could cool off in the sweltering summer months. The 
facility also needed to be low maintenance and compliant with relevant 
Health Department regulations.

In just two trips, each five days long, with a six week break over the 
Christmas period for the concrete to cure, this award-winning park was 
completed on budget and weeks ahead of the client’s deadline.

The parts and components were all custom-designed to suit the client’s 
specification including a spraying daisy, overhead shower, ground 
spouts, water canons, spraying palms and arches.



APPENDIX 2
CONTRACT No. 1899 - Contract for Design and Construction of Merrigum Splash Park

Relevant Experience, Capacity and Project Time-frames
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Project Referees
Client name ................................................................Hinchinbrook Shire Council
Client contact person name ........................................Glen White
Client contact person title ...........................................Project Manager
Client contact person telephone .................................0410 476 906
Client contact person e-mail .......................................hinchinbrookaquatic@bigpond.com
Nature of business......................................................Design and construct Water Playground
Project Value ..............................................................$500,000
Period of association ..................................................Aug 2017- Sep 2017

Client name ................................................................Northern Beaches Council NSW
Client contact person name ........................................Phil Hemmer
Client contact person title ...........................................Project Manager
Client contact person telephone .................................0402441316
Client contact person e-mail .......................................Phil.Hemmer@northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au
Nature of business......................................................Design and construct Water Playground at Warringah Aquatic Centre
Project Value ..............................................................$500,000
Period of association ..................................................Nov – December 2016

Client name ................................................................Rural City of Wangaratta
Client contact person name ........................................Josh Lewis
Client contact person title ...........................................Senior Engineer
Client contact person telephone .................................0437585501
Client contact person e-mail ....................................... j.lewisWwangaratta.vic.gov.au
Nature of business......................................................Design and construct Water Playground
Project Value ..............................................................$650,000
Period of association ..................................................Oct 2015

Client name ................................................................Gannawarra Shire Council
Client contact person name ........................................Brian Roberts
Client contact person title ...........................................Project Manager
Client contact person telephone .................................03 5450 9333
Client contact person e-mail .......................................brian.roberts@gannawarra.vic.gov.au
Nature of business......................................................Design and Construct Water Playground
Project Value ..............................................................$540,000
Period of association ..................................................August 2016

Client name ................................................................Barkly Shire
Client contact person name ........................................Elai Semesi
Client contact person title ...........................................Facilities Manager
Client contact person telephone .................................0448091827
Client contact person e-mail .......................................elai.semisi@barkly.nt.gov.au
Nature of business......................................................Design and Construct two Water Playgrounds
Project Value ..............................................................$880,000
Period of association ..................................................Dec 2015

Client name ................................................................Shire of Exmouth
Client contact person name ........................................Rob Manning
Client contact person title ...........................................Executive Manager Health & Building
Client contact person telephone .................................08 9949 3014
Client contact person e-mail .......................................embh@exmouth.wa.gove.au
Nature of business......................................................Design and construct Water Playground
Project Value ..............................................................$1,200,000
Period of association ..................................................April - June 2013


